And then Carl, the genius, had to ride to riches by way of counting the
hairs on the head and fingering the buttons on the clothes of our most
beloyed national hero: that great leader who truly believed the Union
could only live if half of it was destroyed in the name of Freedom by the
other half: the agriculturists on the wrong track, slavery, wiped out by
the industrialists on the wrong track, machine production controlling
consumption.
The great fanatic who invented conscription-in-a-Democracy and by-
way of white-slavery drove black-slavery into the body-politic, instead of
banishing it—enthroning the money-power and the machine to wave the
stars and stripes over a wrecked and devastated South, where a culture
might have taken root that would have cured its own evils from within if
any real help had come from the North.
Napoleon said: 'Do you know what amazes me more than anything
else? The importance of force to organize anything.'
War itself is a denial of Civilization.
THE INVITED GUEST
BRAZIL—RIO DE JANEIRO
October, 1950
An invitation came from the Pan American Union to go to Rio de
Janeiro, as member of the jury representing North America, to judge the
accumulation of drawings in the world-wide competition for a memorial
to Columbus, Herbert Kelsey (Kelsey built the Pan American building in
Washington) was engineering the affair. The programme included wives
and we thought the excursion might be beneficial-—although Olgivanna
and I were both bad sailors. Perhaps this time in quiet southern seas we
might do better.
All right, we packed up, caught the boat as she was casting off the pier:
the Grace Line—United States built boat,
Kelsey was already in Rio.
Diplomats were on board, and Saarinen, the Finnish architect, who for
some reason was representing Europe from America, The two great con-
tinents, Europe and North America, would see something of each other
by way of Wisconsin and Finland, I had always resented Saarinen a little,
regarding him as our most accomplished foreign eclectic—a little jealous
too of his easy berth, bestowed by the hand of American riches, while I
had to wait and work and scrape for mine, the hard way* Yes—I know,
this seems pretty small. But our provincials feel that culture comes from
abroad if at all, and the importation is looked upon in the provinces,
especially at Detroit, with great favour, I suppose they think we can't have
much at home that should be looked up to*
But it is only, of course, because they wouldn't know how to look.

